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Motivation

Ø  Goal: Perform knowledge-grounded generation to solve the LM hallucination 
problem without incurring expensive training of the LM.

Ø  Objective: Use guided decoding approach to control the output of LM at 
inference-time without tuning the LM weights.
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Guided Decoding for Knowledge-Grounded Generation

ØKnowledge-Groundedness has distinctive features:
qDefined with a reference knowledge
qDefined on the fully generated sequence.
ØProposal:
q Define 𝒇(𝜶, 𝒚, 𝒌), which denotes the groundedness (𝜶) of the generated sequence 𝒚 

with respect to the reference 𝒌.
q Approximate sequence-level groundedness to token-level. (RIPA)
q Use Monte-Carlo Tree Search decoding to better estimate the future impact of current 

token selection. (MCTS Decoding)

Reward Inflection-Point Approximation (RIPA)
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Figure 2: Comparison of RIPA against previous token-level approximations from 
guided decoding literature.

ØWhen approximating sequence-level groundedness to token-level, focus on the 
first position of hallucination.
qTrain on all subsequence of the input à sample efficient (vs. Random truncation)
qDoes not associate benign tokens before hallucination with the hallucination label. (vs. 
Token Labeling)

Figure 1: A schematic diagram showing the difference between memorizing 
knowledge in model parameters, augmenting model input with knowledge and 
training the LM (RAG), and our proposed knowledge constrained decoding, which 
does not incur LM weight update.

3.

Monte Carlo Tree Search Decoding (MCTS)

The KCTS Method
ØKnowledge-Constrained Tree Search Decoding (KCTS)
q KCTS = RIPA + MCTS
q KWD = RIPA + Weighted Decoding
ØOverview:
1. We train RIPA with lightweight adapters from LoRA on top of the the base LM 

(Flan-T5-XL in our experiments).
2. We decode each token using MCTS with fixed budget (50 simulations), using 

the groundedness score from the classifier (step 1) to evaluate partial 
sequences.

ØHypothesis: RIPA + MCTS (KCTS) together better estimates full-sequence 
groundedness, leading to more faithful sequences being generated.

Experiment

Table 1: Results on WoW Test set (unseen topics). SFT stands for supervised fine-
tuning, and FT5 is shorthand for Flan-T5. Under the UniEval metrics, each letter stands 
for the following: N - Naturalness, C - Coherence, G - Groundedness. Boldface denotes 
the best performance, and underline denotes the second best. LLM performance is for 
reference and not for direct comparison.

Table 2: Results on CNN/DM Test set. The guided decoding was conducted with FT5-XL 
model as the base model. Coh., Cons., and Relv. stand for coherence, consistency, and 
relevance, respectively.

ØIn both Dialogue (WoW) and Summarization (CNN/DM) tasks, Knowledge 
Constrained Decoding (KCTS and KWD) outperforms previous decoding baselines, 
and even LLMs in some cases, in the knowledge-groundedness metrics. (KF1, 
Groundedness in WoW, and Consistency in CNN/DM)

Ablation Study
ØDoes KCTS really estimate future groundedness?

Table 3: Number of initial tokens to be 
constrained to the knowledge with KCTS.

ØAs more tokens are 
constrained using KCTS at the 
beginning, it provides the LM 
better starting point à the 
completion generated by LM is 
also more grounded.

Pseudo-Negative Data Generation

ØMost knowledge-grounded generation benchmarks do not include negative 
data. To train the discriminator, we employed 2 approaches to pseudo-negative 
data generation:
q Knowledge Shuffle: Given a positive example (input, knowledge, response) from 

the dataset, swap the ground truth knowledge with another one randomly 
sampled from the dataset.

q Partial Hallucination: Given a positive example (input, knowledge, response), 
Perform the knowledge shuffle first, then randomly truncate the response and 
let the LM complete the response with high temperature sampling.

ØEach node (step 3) is evaluated directly (no rollout) by RIPA à higher efficiency
ØMCTS selects the token that maximizes future score of 𝑓 (groundedness) based 
on simulations


